Military competition “CIOR MADRID 2016” will be held in the Base “Príncipe”, a
modern facilitie home of the Paratrooper Brigade “Almogávares VI” with excellent
communications. It is located in Route M-108, km. 4,4 of the town of Paracuellos
de Jarama, at 26 km from Madrid, and 10 km from the airport. Its GPS coordinates
are 40.492197 - 3.479791.
The events of the CIOR Military Pentathlon are:
Rifle and handgun shooting: Competitors will shoot with the infantry standard
weapons (pending confirmation, CETME L rifle and HK handgun) of the host
country to objectives located at 25 meters and 100 meters from the fire line. The
course of fire with both weapons consists in a precision phase and a quick shooting
phase. Instruction training will be held as to acquaint competitors with the
weapons, an official training and the final competition.
Track range: A normalized track range of 500 meters with 20 obstacles, to be done
with a military combat uniform with free election of footwear. Teams are
authorized to help themselves mutually as the last team members marks the total
time.
Obstacle swimming pool. Upon a distance of 50 meters with five obstacles,
competitors will use military uniforms of the host country without boots.
Orientation march: In a location to be determined will be held the military
orientation march in which teams must complete a cross-country distance of 12 to
14 km on an unfamiliar terrain in combat uniforms with weapons. Furthermore,
teams will have to perform additional tasks, such as tossing inert grenades or
perform first aid.
To unite in a single location all events makes transport and logistics easier and
provides well-being and comfort to competitors.
Teams accommodations will be at the “Academia de Ingenieros del Ejército”
(ACING), located in Hoyo de Manzanares (Madrid). Carretera de Torrelodones a
Colmenar, km 14. GPS coordinates: 40.629706 - 3.875556. This unit is the training
center for Officers and NCOs from the Engineering branch of the Army, and is
located at 60 km from Paracuellos del Jarama, at 52 km from the airport and at 38
km from Madrid.

